Semantic similarity measurement is the practice of estimating the relatedness of the concept based on the likeness of their meaning or their semantic content. Today's increasing interest on the geospatial information system, leads to development of the query system which needs to provide efficient geo-spatial information retrieval. The properties and spatial relations between the geo-spatial concepts must be taken into account for retrieving geo-spatial information efficiently. This paper provides the survey on various models such as geometric model, network model, transformation model, hybrid model, etc, for discovering the semantic similarity between the geo-spatial concepts. It also focuses the drawbacks of each semantic similarity model and depicts how the hybrid model works well when compared with other models in retrieving the Geo-spatial information efficiently. The main objective of this paper is to propose Hybrid semantic similarity model using Manhattan distance and by considering contexts of the Geo-spatial concepts. The Manhattan distance method is used to estimate the semantic distance between the Geo-spatial concepts and to retrieve the Geo-spatial information efficiently. The position of the locations is identified by using the map similarity.
INTRODUCTION
Geospatial information system plays a significant role to help people to collect and analyze the related spatial data. Geospatial information system has its application in various areas in that, most significant areas are natural resources management (which includes management of habitat of wildlife, management of floodplains, wetlands and agricultural lands), facilities management (which includes management of electrical network load balancing and locating underground pipes), land management(includes management of land acquisition, water quality management, etc). For the better design of the geographical information system, it is important to afford adequate knowledge representations and the similarity measures. Geospatial ontology [1] plays a vital role in providing the semantics of the geo-spatial concepts and also used for identifying the semantically similar concepts. The properties and spatial relations [2] between the geo-spatial concepts must be taken into account for retrieving geo-spatial information efficiently. The Geo-spatial ontology [3] for Hydrological concepts and its relations are shown in Fig.1 .The properties are the features or the characteristics that describe the geo-spatial concept. The geographic feature of the one is related to the other geographic feature of the geo-spatial concept specifies the spatial relation [4] . The Geospatial relations and its descriptions are shown in Table 1 .The knowledge representations were first used in the psychology [5] and the concepts are modelled within the multidimensional space. All geospatial objects are located in N-dimensional space.
There are four steps involved in the semantic information retrieval task such as  The semantic description of the data source provided by some ontology.   The semantic description of the query extracted from the specified ontology.   The query concept is enriched by matching it with the data source concepts using semantic similarity measures to improve the information retrieval.  The results (information retrieved) are returned to the user.   The notion of similarity includes both the commonalities and the differences. When commonality between the geo-spatial concepts is more, it indicates two concepts are very similar. In the Geo-spatial domain, the semantic distance may be spatial distance or the path distance. This paper focuses the survey on various models for estimating the semantic similarity among the geo-spatial concepts. The various models of similarity such as Geometric model [6] , Alignment model [7] , Feature model [8] , Network model [9] , Transformational model [10] , could be classified as shown in the Fig 2. This classification is based on how concept properties and concept relations quantify similarity among the Geo-spatial concepts.
To overcome the difficulties of the above said model, the new model emerged known as Hybrid model [2] , which is the combination of the geometric and the network models for specifying both the properties and the spatial relations [11] of the geospatial concept. This paper reports the drawbacks of the various semantic similarity models and depicts how the hybrid model works well when compared to other models. In Hybrid model, Euclidean distance method [2] is used for manipulating the semantic distance.
Fig 1: Geo-spatial ontology for Hydrological concepts
In this paper, the proposed Hybrid Model which is the combination of the Geometric and Network model is different from existing models in two aspects.
 Instead of Euclidean distance method, Manhattan distance method [12] for manipulating the semantic distance for easier and efficient computation.   Further the contexts are identified by assigning weights to the Geo-spatial concepts in the ontology and the position of the locations [13] is identified by using the map based similarity.   Table 1 . Geo-Spatial Relations and its Description
Geospatial Relations

Description
Is a
The child concept inherits instances from the parent concept.
Next to
All the instances are related to at least one instance of the other concept Connected to All the instances of each concept have spatial relations to each other. in All the instances of one concept are present in another concept.
Covered by
All the instances of each concept have spatial relations to each other over the period of time.
In section 2, the classification of the computational models based on the properties, relations and transformations and its limitations are discussed. In section 3, the comparison of the various computational models is made. In section 4, the Proposed Hybrid Model is depicted. In section 5, the conclusions derived and the future enhancements are mentioned.
CLASSIFICATION OF SEMANTIC SIMILARITY COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
There are various computational models for finding semantic similarity among geospatial concepts. The computational models are classified based on the concept properties and concept relations as shown in Fig.2 . As said earlier the properties are the characteristics that describe the geo-spatial concept. The geographic feature of one Geo-spatial concept is related to the geographic feature of another Geo-spatial concept specifies the spatial relation. In transformation model, the similarity is quantified based on the number of changes made to translate from one geo-spatial concept to another geospatial concept.
Fig 2:
Classification of semantic similarity computational models
Property-Based model (PBM)
Properties are the characteristics that describe the geospatial concept. For example the geo-spatial concept "Floodplain" has the properties of flat gradient, waterlogged, inhabited, land surface, etc. The semantic similarity models that concentrate only on properties are Geometric model and Feature model. These models do not consider the spatial relations between the geo-spatial concepts which lead to ineffective information retrieval. PBM includes Geometric model and Feature model discussed in next two below sections.
Geometric model
The geometric model of representation was first used in the psychology and here the concepts are modelled within the Ndimensional space [Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)] and the spatial distance between the concepts quantify the semantic similarity between the geospatial concepts. MDS [6] Quality -dimension of the space (properties). Values -properties described via value on the quality dimension.
The various objects here are compared with the various dimensions using the values. The Minkowski distance measure ij d is given by equation (1) is used for measuring the semantic similarity among geo-spatial concepts.
n-Number of dimensions. ik x is the dimensional value of dimension k for the stimulus i. jk
x is the dimensional value of dimension k for the stimulus j. when r=1, city block distance method is used. When r=2, Euclidean distance method is used. In the next subsection, Feature model is described.
Feature Model
As such the Geometric model, in Feature model the geospatial concepts are described using its properties. In the feature model, the features of the Query Q and the Concept C in the data source are matched which uses the Boolean values. The representation model of the feature model [14] consists of the bag of the features for each concept. For example the concept wetland consists of the features such as flat, low vegetation, often water logged, etc.
The Query Q contains the set of features. The Concept C in data source consists of set of features. The matching features of the Q and C are given by Q∩C. The feature model uses the Matching Distance Similarity Measure (MDSM) [2] for measuring the semantic distance between the geo-spatial concepts. Here the concepts are in the tree ontology. The semantic similarity distance is obtained by measuring matching depth distance among two concepts. The semantic distance S (Q, C) among the geo-spatial query concept Q and the related geo-spatial concept C in the data source is given by equation (2).
where,
where α and β are the ratio of the Geo-spatial query and Geospatial concept in data source depths in the ontology described by Rodriguez and Egenhofer [14] . In the above two models, only the properties are considered and relations are ignored while quantifying the similarity among the Geospatial concepts. The Relation-Based Model is discussed in next section.
Relation-Based Model (RBM)
The geographic feature of the one is related to the other geographic feature of the geo-spatial concept specifies the spatial relation. In the Property-Based Model (PBM), the properties are used to describe the concepts; here the relations are used to describe the concepts. Some of the Geo-spatial relations between the Geo-spatial concepts are next to, nearby, going to, coming from, adjacent to, connected to, contained within, covered by, towards, is a, part of, run along, run into, etc. The RBM includes Network model and Alignment model discussed in next two below sections.
Network model
The network model [15] uses the graph-theory and it uses the semantic networks for the knowledge representation. Its representational model consists of the orientation indicates the connection between the two geo-spatial concepts (unidirectional, bidirectional and undirected), the labels i.e. the relation between the two concepts (is a, part of, located) and the weighting i.e. how they are connected (lightly connected, moderately connected, strongly connected). Here the trees of the concepts which are related to one another are made and whose probability increases in the upward direction where the subset of nodes is connected to the parent node in the bottom up approach. The semantic similarity distance is given by,
In equation (3), Dis(q, c) is the semantic similarity distance among the geo-spatial query concept and the related geospatial concept in the data source. ( q P , c) is the path length of every matching combinations of nodes in the network. The semantic neighbourhood [9] is made in the network model. The relation among the geo-spatial concepts is the potency of the network model. In next section the Alignment model is discussed.
Alignment model
This model estimates the alignment between the relational structures for the semantic similarity measurement. The PBM explores only the matching elements, but the alignment model will estimate whether the matching elements are aligned or not. Consider two concepts such as "I am watching my sister" and "my sister is watching television" then the alignment can be made in the way that "I am watching my sister watching television". Goldstone [4] introduced Similarity, Interactive Activation, and Mapping (SIAM) model for discovering the semantic similarity distance among the geo-spatial concepts is the alignment model. This SIAM involves various steps for finding the semantic similarity such as, aligning the features between the concepts, aligning the components between the concepts, component and the feature nodes are connected by the relations, on comparing the feature values of alignable feature slots, the match values are computed. The process of finding semantic similarity using the transformations is described in next section.
Transformation Model(TM)
The transformation is that number of changes made to transform one geo-spatial concept to another geo-spatial concept. The transformational model uses the process of transformation to find the semantic similarity between the geo-spatial concepts which is discussed in next section.
Transformational model
The transformational model is that the number of changes or transformations that are made to transform one concept to another similar concept. The semantic similarity distance among the Geo-spatial concepts is the number of transformations or changes that are made. When the numbers of transformations are less, then similarity is more. When the numbers of transformations are more, then the similarity is less. Levenshtein edit distance [16] is the most famous transformational semantic similarity measure uses three transformations namely deleting, inserting and replacing letters in the word. From Fig 3, the water meadow has 6 transformations and the water channel has 7 transformations, so the semantic similarity is more for watermeadow than water channel. The next section discusses about the comparison of the existing semantic similarity computational models.
Properties and Relations-Based Model (PRBM)
The properties and the relations are used for describing the geo-spatial concepts which is the most effective way of retrieving the similar geo-spatial data. The hybrid model uses both the dimensions of the concept and the relations between the various concepts. The existing hybrid model is described in next section.
Existing Hybrid model
The hybrid model [2] is the combination of the geometric and the feature model. This model enables the concept to be described using the dimensions of the concept as well as the relations of the concept. In the hybrid model the Ndimensional problem is reduced to one dimensional problem. In this Hybrid model the Euclidean distance method is used for finding the semantic similarity between the Geo-spatial concepts which leads to more number of computational steps.
The limitations of existing computational models are described in next section.
Limitations of Existing computational models
Geometric Model. In Geometric model it is difficult to specify the scope of the domain or dimensions in the conceptual space and the similarity judgement cannot be made only the semantic distance alone calculated.
Feature Model. Because of the large possible compound features (features match or not) will not lead to good measurements of the semantic similarity in case of the Feature model. Network Model. In the network model, only the spatial relations between the concepts are described and the properties are not described. The process of finding semantic neighbourhood is an extra step which is not needed. Alignment Model. In the Alignment model, there are possibilities for the two concepts can maps to the single concept which is inconsistent.
Transformational Model. This model is not suitable for complex tasks. It reflects the same drawback of the geometric model that it can estimate only the semantic distance.
Existing Hybrid Model. The existing Hybrid model uses the
Euclidean distance method to calculate the semantic distance which is computationally difficult and does not produce better precision and recall. The next section describes the comparison of various existing computational models.
COMPARISON OF THE EXISTING SEMANTIC SIMILARITY COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
In this section the above computational models are compared. For the query "flooding area" given by the user, the most similar data source concept is "floodplain" for which the precision and recall values calculated for each model is shown in Table 2 . This section also describes the drawbacks of the various computational models of semantic similarity measurement between the Geo-spatial concepts and depicts how well the Hybrid model works. We can infer that the hybrid model provides the reasonable precision and the recall when compared to other models of similarity from the 
PROPOSED HYBRID MODEL
For the Query given by the user and the related geo-spatial concept in datasource, all the dimensions are obtained. All the matching and non-matching dimensions of the Query given by the user and geo-spatial concept in data source are obtained. When using the Euclidean distance method in Hybrid Model, the computation is difficult and does not produce best precision and recall values. The Manhattan distance method when used for Image Retrieval Application has yielded better precision. The Manhattan distance method is not used for computing semantic similarity in the geo-spatial domain. So the Manhattan distance [17] is proposed for computing semantic similarity between the Geo-spatial concepts. The architecture of the proposed Hybrid Model is shown in the Fig  4. The general Manhattan distance is computed using equation (4) is the easiest and efficient computation method and provides good precision and recall
In the general Manhattan distance [12] given by equation (4), (5), (6) and (7) . Manhattan distance is calculated for the dimensions and the relations of the Query concept and the concept in the data source. The dimensional semantic distance semdist (dim) is calculated using equation (5) 
The relational semantic distance semdist (rel) is calculated using equation (6) 
 
The semantic distance of the geo-spatial concept Semdist(concept) is calculated using equation (7) which is the Manhattan distance.
std dim D returns 0 if query concept dimension ,dimq and dimc, concept in data source dimension are equivalent and a value is not equal to 0 if they are not equivalent (the accurate value of std dim D depends on the standardization). The precision and recall values are calculated using equation (8) and equation (9) .
Consider the sample tree shown in Fig.5 , the query concept "flooding area" which is defined as "relatively flat area of low-lying land next to a river which is subject to frequent flooding". The ontology mapping is done for the concepts in data source and the concepts are extracted (here "floodplain" is similar and so it will be extracted). The shared vocabulary is used for converting the textual definition into quantitative data (e.g.10 to 60 days waterlogged per year). This is the way the semantic distance is calculated for the various Geo-spatial concepts. The Geo-spatial concept "Flood plain" having dimensions such as flat gradient and altitude difference as mentioned above when using the Euclidean distance method yields the semantic distance of 6.6 which is more than 2.4 obtained by using Manhattan distance (yields better result). When the semantic distance is more, the similarity is less and vice versa. The Manhattan distance is used for retrieving more similar concepts and computationally easy when compared with the Euclidean distance method.
Further the weights for ontology's geo-spatial concepts are allocated based on the dependency of the context CD for a given geo-spatial concept C [18] . The weighted ontology [19] is acquired, where heavier sub trees are more context dependent and lighter sub trees are less context dependent. From this the semantic similarity among the geo-spatial concepts can be calculated by taking into account the actual meanings. The positions of the locations [20] are identified by using map based similarity. The next section deals with the conclusion and the future enhancements.
Fig 4:
Proposed Hybrid semantic similarity model using Manhattan Distance
CONCLUSION
In this study, various computational models for estimating semantic similarity between the geo-spatial concepts are discussed. The survey provides an overview on the drawbacks of the various computational models and depicts how well the hybrid model works. In order to improve the information retrieval, the Hybrid model which uses both the properties and relations to describe the geo-spatial concept is used. The Euclidean distance is used for measuring the semantic similarity between geo-spatial concepts which leads to more number of computations. So the latest Manhattan distance method has been proposed for easier and efficient computation and also it provides better precision and recall for tested geo-spatial concepts. Experiments are to be conducted with different sources having different kinds of spatial relations. The context based similarity is achieved with the assignment of weight to the ontology according to the context dependency for the given geo-spatial concept. And the evaluation other semantic similarity distance measures such as Hirst and orge measure, Sussna distance measure and Wu palmer distance measure could be done to depict which method provides the better precision and recall.
